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Abstract

Areas covered in compact sea ice are often assumed to prohibit upper ocean photosynthesis. Yet under-ice phytoplankton

blooms (UIBs) have increasingly been observed in the Arctic, driven by anthropogenic changes to the optical properties of

Arctic sea ice. Here we show the Southern Ocean can also support widespread UIBs. Using under ice-enabled BGC-Argo float

data, we detail numerous high phytoplankton biomass events below compact sea ice preceding seasonal ice retreat, and classify

12 distinct UIB events. Using joint light, sea ice, and ocean conditions obtained from the ICESat-2 laser altimeter and 11

climate model contributions to CMIP6, we find that more than 4 million square kilometers of the compact-ice-covered Southern

Ocean could support these events in late spring and early summer.
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3

Areas covered in compact sea ice are often assumed to prohibit upper ocean photosynthesis. Yet4

under-ice phytoplankton blooms (UIBs) have increasingly been observed in the Arctic, driven5

by anthropogenic changes to the optical properties of Arctic sea ice. Here we show the Southern6

Ocean can also support widespread UIBs. Using under ice-enabled BGC-Argo float data, we7

detail numerous high phytoplankton biomass events below compact sea ice preceding seasonal8

ice retreat, and classify 12 distinct UIB events. Using joint light, sea ice, and ocean conditions9

obtained from the ICESat-2 laser altimeter and 11 climate model contributions to CMIP6, we10

find that more than 4 million square kilometers of the compact-ice-covered Southern Ocean11

could support these events in late spring and early summer.12
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1 Introduction13

Observations of under-ice phytoplankton blooms (UIBs) in the Arctic Ocean [1] have high-14

lighted the need to understand ecological communities living under compact (local concentra-15

tion greater than 80%) sea ice, now and under future climate change scenarios [2, and references16

within]. Regions supporting UIBs in the Arctic have likely expanded as sea ice has thinned and17

become more seasonal. Yet to date, no studies have described nor quantified the potential for18

widespread UIBs under Antarctic sea ice, where annual and seasonal variability has changed19

less than in the Arctic over the satellite period [3] and where sea ice is typically thinner, more20

seasonal, and more fragmented.21

Antarctic sea ice typically has a higher albedo than Arctic sea ice [4, 5]. Thus a limited22

amount of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR, 400-700 nm) can reach the upper ocean23

directly through sea ice, especially compared to the Arctic, where light transmission through24

melt-pond-covered sea ice is thought to be a primary cause of UIBs [6]. Still, spring-summer25

solar irradiance is high: recently a bloom of nanoflagellates was observed under highly reflective26

landfast sea ice [7]. Floating sea ice in the Southern Ocean is also fractured, thin, and mobile.27

Small areas of open water, like leads or small openings within the floe mosaic, can allow sub-28

stantial amounts of light to reach the upper ocean. Sunlight entering the ocean through leads29

in the Arctic has been shown to initiate phytoplankton blooms, even in areas where sea ice is30

thick and snow-covered [8]. We therefore investigate this possibility across the sea-ice-covered31

Southern Ocean.32

Phytoplankton communities in the Southern Ocean respond rapidly to changes in light con-33

ditions, with phytoplankton blooms often observed as soon as the sea ice edge retreats in spring,34

flooding the mixed layer with light and leaving freshwater rich in iron, main limiters of primary35

production [9, 10, 11]. In the Arctic, a crucial factor in the development of UIBs is a stable36
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surface mixed layer, which can be induced by melt water and/or increased solar heating of the37

surface layer [12, 13]. Observations using tagged seals in the Ross Sea show the initiation of38

a shallow (20 m) surface mixed layer driven by ice melt, preceding the seasonal retreat of sea39

ice [14]. Yet while shallow mixed layer depths may be necessary to keep phytoplankton in the40

well-lit surface layer, observations from under-ice Argo floats [15, 16] demonstrate that primary41

production can be initiated before seasonal sea ice retreat, and even before the restratification42

of surface waters. This challenges the notion that too-deep surface mixed layers in ice-covered43

regions of the Southern Ocean limit productivity. Together these factors present the possibility44

that non-coastal regions of the Southern Ocean, much like the Arctic, are productive before sea45

ice retreats in summer.46

Here we assess the potential for widespread phytoplankton growth under compact, floating,47

sea ice in the Southern Ocean. Our primary lines of evidence for observing UIBs are particulate-48

backscatter-derived phytoplankton carbon (PC) and fluorometric Chlorophyll-a (Chl-a) derived49

from under-ice biogeochemical Argo float data (BGC-Argo) (see methods), and we report both50

Chlmax, the maximum Chl-a recorded in each profile, and PC values at the depth of Chlmax51

(PCmax). While Chl-a is a pigment common to all phytoplankton and has historically been52

favored as a metric for phytoplankton, including in under ice studies [17, 18], attributing all53

changes in Chl-a to biomass may be biased because of mechanistic (i.e., photoacclimation,54

nutrient conditions, growth stage) and methodological concerns [19, 20, 21]. Thus we use55

Chl-a in conjunction with nitrate and dissolved oxygen, as data to validate and contextualize56

observations of enhanced PC.57

After quality control, we examine 38 BGC-Argo floats that operated under sea ice in the58

Southern Ocean over the period from 2014-2020. 29 could have recorded UIBs as they returned59

profiles under compact sea ice in austral spring-summer. Nearly all such floats (24/29) record60

enhanced levels of phytoplankton carbon under compact ice, and 11 record UIBs. These 1161
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account for nearly half (196/403) of profiles examined for UIBs.62

Using supporting Argo, PAR, and sea ice data, we show that UIB measurements follow rep-63

resentative dynamics for light-limited blooms, and use this to define a series of simple criteria64

for under-ice photosynthetic activity which is applied to data from ICESat-2 laser altimetry and65

11 climate model assessments of Southern Ocean sea ice, light and ocean conditions. Sup-66

porting BGC-Argo data, we find the conditions required for such light-limited phytoplankton67

blooms are predicted across nearly 50% of regions with compact ice in spring and summer.68

These results suggest that in compact, but not completely ice-covered regions of the South-69

ern Ocean, enough light reaches into the upper water column to permit primary production, as70

found in the Arctic [8]. We identify potential sampling regions for examining under-ice pri-71

mary production and community composition in the Ross Sea, and discuss the implications for72

sampling strategies and cruise timing.73

2 Observations of phytoplankton blooms under compact sea74

ice75

Biogeochemical Argo floats record many instances of high phytoplankton biomass under com-76

pact sea ice in spring-summer. In Fig. 1(a) we scatter maximum Chl-a measurements for BGC-77

Argo profiles (Chlmax, units mg/m3 see methods) for the months of September to December78

when local sea ice concentration (SIC) exceeds 80%, overlaid on September-November cli-79

matological SIC. For consistency with previous BGC-Argo work [22], and to support Chlmax80

observations, we compare Chlmax measurements with particulate backscattering data (bbp, at81

700nm, units m−1) taken at the depth of maximum Chl-a, which we use to compute phyto-82

plankton carbon PCmax (units mg/m3, see methods). We found comparable seasonal cycles83

under compact ice and a high association (Spearman’s R=0.7) between the two (see Supporting84

Information, Fig. S2). Example profiles of Chl-a and bbp are provided as Supporting Figure S485
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with Chlmax varying from 0.1 to 3.5 mg/m3, showing typical covariance of bbp with Chl-a.86

We considered 38 BGC-Argo floats that operated under sea ice in the Southern Ocean,87

in total recording 1117 profiles. 34 of these floats recorded 873 profiles under compact sea88

ice, 32 floats recorded 522 profiles during the period from September-December, leaving 2989

that recorded 403 profiles under compact sea ice in this period. We define two thresholds to90

characterize under-ice phytoplankton biomass, based on Chl-a and PC measurements. First we91

define profiles where both PCmax and Chlmax exceed the interquartile range (of all 1117 profiles)92

of 13.3 mg/m3 and 0.13 mg/m3, respectively, as having “elevated” photosynthetic activity. 2493

out of 29 floats under compact ice from September-December recorded such profiles. The six94

floats that did not observe elevated PCmax and Chlmax accounted for just 28 total profiles under95

compact sea ice.96

We further define “UIBs” when September-December profiles under compact sea ice record97

both PCmax and Chlmax three inter-quartile ranges above the all-profile median, or 22.8 mg/m3
98

and 0.36 mg/m3, respectively. Such Chl-a values are similar to those used to characterize UIBs99

in the seasonally ice-covered Arctic [23, 24, 25], and the PCmax threshold chosen here exceeds100

the majority of global phytoplankton carbon observations [26]. In total, 11 of 30 floats recorded101

at least one UIB, and we record 23 UIB profiles across 12 distinct locations and time periods.102

Note here we define blooms only in a relative sense, as compared to background values mea-103

sured in the Southern Ocean (i.e, not relative to the global phytoplankton carbon measurements)104

[19, 27], however these are not globally small values. UIB profiles record an average PCmax of105

36.5 mg/m3 and average Chlmax of 1.2 mg/m3. For comparison, phytoplankton carbon calcu-106

lated from BGC-Argo bbp in the same manner ranges from 40-90 mg/m3 during the spring North107

Atlantic bloom [28], and the highest PCmax observed here in September-December measure-108

ments is 55.0 mg/m3. Chl-a, a photophysiological expression of adjustments to light throughout109

the water column, has greater uncertainty than PCmax for both mechanistic and observational110
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reasons [21], and so we use it only qualitatively to describe phytoplankton, following [17].111

Of all under-ice profiles, many of the highest PCmax values were recorded under compact112

sea ice, though higher PCmax values were observed on average areas with a looser sea ice cover.113

Considering the 522 under-ice profiles taken between the months of September-December, we114

show box plots of PCmax in Figure 1(b), grouped by sea ice concentration (SIC, in 20% bin115

intervals) to illustrate this fact. A total of 43 profiles under sea ice recorded PCmax above 22.8116

mg/m3: 5 for SIC from 20%-40%, 5 for SIC from 40% to 60%, 10 for SIC from 60% to 80%,117

and 23 for SIC from 80% to 100% (compact ice). Median PCmax values are below 12.5 mg/m3
118

in each SIC category, and lowest for SIC from 80-100% (9.81 mg/m3).119

The seasonal cycle in median PCmax increases with the seasonal cycle of downwelling so-120

lar irradiance, though most recorded UIBs occur in November, before the seasonal maximum121

irradiance. Box plots of PCmax in each month are given in Figure 1(c) for the 903 total profiles122

under compact sea ice. Median PCmax under compact ice ranged from 9.4 mg/m3 (n=156) in123

August, to a high of 17.1 mg/m3 in December (n=24). The number of recorded UIBs was 0124

of 553 profiles from July-September, 3 out of 140 profiles in October, 15 out of 95 profiles in125

November, and 5 out of 24 profiles in December. UIB measurements were recorded under an126

average SIC of 94%. Because BGC-Argo float records can span multiple years, the “bloom”127

measurements were recorded in 12 distinct times and locations. In 7 instances, at least 2 succes-128

sive profiles (Argo dives are spaced 10 days apart) were classified as UIBs, 6 including profiles129

taken in November, with the other including October profiles alone.130

To examine the drivers of high biomass events under compact sea ice, and permit an anal-131

ysis of their potential extent using climate model and observational data, we also consider the132

composite behavior of supplementary measurements for these profiles. In Fig. 2(a), we plot es-133

timated surface, 25-meter average, and mixed-layer average PAR values (see methods) for each134

of the 12 distinct recorded UIBs, referenced in time to the first dive that recorded PCmax above135
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22.8 mg/m3. While there is high variability in estimated surface PAR values for individual136

floats (grey lines), averaged across all floats, there is a noted increase in PAR towards the UIB137

observation. By the time of the UIB measurement, both mixed-layer average PAR and 25-meter138

average PAR cross a threshold of 10 µmol photons /m2/s, which we use in Sec3 to evaluate the139

likelihood of observing blooms in model data. The median irradiance at this depth for all UIB140

measurements is 2.0 µmol photons /m2/s, similar to observed compensation irradiance in Arctic141

waters [29, ] and within the range of reported values in the North Atlantic [30, ].142

The UIBs found here have an observational signature consistent with light-limited under-ice143

blooms. In Fig. 2(b-d) we plot dissolved oxygen (b) and nitrate (c) at the depth of Chlmax, and144

(d) mixed layer depth, all as grey lines, with the average across different UIB measurements as145

a solid black line and the standard deviation denoted as dashed lines. Leading up to UIB mea-146

surements we note decreasing nitrate concentration, increasing dissolved oxygen, and rapidly147

declining mixed layer depths, covariant with increases in PAR prior to the first UIB profile.148

Light-limited blooms are often associated with shoaling mixed layers which keep phytoplank-149

ton in the euphotic layer [31, ]. The autotrophy rate is set by light and nutrient status, and150

decreasing nitrate concentrations in the surface compared to deeper in the water column evince151

photosynthetic activity (noting that nitrate concentrations from deep mixing in the Southern152

Ocean would give surface values 35 umol/kg, prior to biological uptake). Autotrophy will ini-153

tially exceed heterotrophy in the water column, also leading to increases in dissolved oxygen at154

the surface. Note that oxygen concentrations are also a function of atmospheric exchange and155

increased solubility of oxygen with colder waters [32, ], which we do not consider here. These156

results may be compatible with the “disturbance-recovery” hypothesis [33, 15, ], as phytoplank-157

ton are initially in deep MLD, which might act to dilute them from predators where they may158

accumulate prior to receiving enhanced light with shoaling MLDs. Because of the poor tem-159

poral adjacency of float observations, however, we cannot assess phytoplankton accumulation160
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rates needed to test that hypothesis.161

3 The prevalence of blooms under Antarctic sea ice162

The presented BGC-Argo float data showed numerous elevated phytoplankton carbon events163

under compact sea ice in the Southern Ocean, and we found 12 distinct instances which we164

classify as under-ice blooms, recorded under sea ice with an average SIC of 94%. Many of165

these UIBs were recorded in November, when Antarctic sea ice is near its seasonal maximum166

extent. We next quantify if conditions that support UIBs are widespread across the sea-ice167

covered Southern Ocean before sea ice retreat.168

In Figure 3(a), we show ICESat-2-(IS2)-derived average ocean surface PAR values in the169

Southern Ocean in November, in which we make the simplifying assumption that no PAR170

reaches the upper ocean directly through sea ice (see methods). A solid line outlines the com-171

pact sea ice zone (CIZ, SIC > 80%) defined using the NSIDC-CDR SIC product [34]. We also172

plot the 15% SIC contour, marking the edge of total sea ice extent (SIE). Regions lying inside173

the SIE contour but outside the CIZ are defined as marginal ice zones (MIZs), which due to174

the lower albedo of open water, receive higher PAR in the surface water layer compared to the175

CIZ. Figure 3(b) shows pre-industrial November PAR values for the CESM2 climate model176

(see methods), with CIZ and MIZ defined from the CESM2 model climatology. Both IS-2 and177

CESM2 show large areas within the CIZ where ocean surface PAR estimates exceed a “bloom”178

threshod of 23 µmol photons/m2/s, sufficient for average insolation within the top 25 meters179

to exceed 10 µmol photons/m2/s (see above, methods), representative of the mixed-layer PAR180

conditions found in BGC-Argo UIBs (Fig. 2a). For the IS-2 estimate of ocean surface PAR,181

6.9 million km2 of the November CIZ exceeds that PAR threshold, versus 5.9 million km2 for182

CESM2. Because we do not have coincident ocean and sea ice melt observations at the scale of183

IS2 observations, IS2 estimates only indicate the presence of light in the upper ocean and may184
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overestimate the area that permits an UIB.185

We next consider how frequently an individual grid cell would permit an UIB (see methods),186

a metric we term the UIB%. A spatial map of UIB% in November months is given in Figure 3(c)187

for CESM2. Areas within the climatological November CIZ (solid line), which has an area of188

8.3 million km2, permit an UIB 46.4% of the time. Because of year-to-year variability of the189

CIZ contour, areas outside of the climatological CIZ also have non-zero UIB%. In those areas,190

average UIB% is 19.3%.191

We accumulate climatological statistics of UIB-permitting regions in Figure 3(d), compar-192

ing the climatological extent of compact sea ice (red) to the extent of UIB-permitting regions193

(blue). Large areas support UIBs, peaking at 5.9 million km2 of compact ice-covered regions194

in November. The fraction of the CIZ that permits an UIB, the UIB fraction (UIBF), is exam-195

ined in Figure 3(d) (black line, right axis), which peaks in November at an UIBF of 77%. By196

point of comparison, we reproduce Figure 3(d) as Figure 3(e) for the Arctic Ocean. Up to 4.3197

million km2 of the pre-industrial Arctic CIZ is permissive to UIBs, repeating the finding in [2],198

that large regions of the pre-industrial Arctic also supported UIBs. The seasonal maximum of199

Arctic UIB area occurs in June, at the peak of the solar cycle, with a peak UIBF of 52% in200

July. Generally, in the CESM2 picontrol experiments, we find that UIB-permitting regions in201

the Antarctic are (1) larger, (2) constitute a larger percentage of the CIZ, and (3) peak earlier in202

the annual solar cycle (November in the Antarctic versus June in the Arctic) than in the Arctic.203

Southern ocean UIB statistics across CMIP6 models204

In Figure 4(a,b), we plot the climatological seasonal cycle of Southern Ocean UIB area (a) and205

UIBF (b) for the 11 CMIP6 models (listed in Supporting Table S2). Across these models, we206

find a similar seasonal cycle. None of the CMIP6 models have large UIB areas before October,207

but 10 of 11 have a maximum UIB area in November. Only the MRI-ESM2 model shows a208
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maximum UIB area in December. Each has a climatological UIB area exceeding 2.66 million209

km2, with a median of 4.75 million km2. In Figure 4(c), we show box plots of annual maximum210

UIB area in the Antarctic for each of the models (filled), compared to annual maximum UIB211

area in the Arctic (unfilled) for the same years. Out of 11 models, 8 have median Antarctic UIB212

areas that exceed Arctic UIB areas.213

We repeat Figure 4(a,c) in Figure 4(b,d) for the UIBF, with Figure 4(d) showing UIBF values214

during the month where UIB area is at its maximum (November or December in the Antarctic,215

June or July in the Arctic). Seasonal cycles of UIBF are similar between models, with most216

models peaking in December as the CIZ reduces in extent and ocean surface PAR increases. In217

10 of 11 models, a higher fraction of the Antarctic CIZ permits an UIB than of the Arctic CIZ.218

Average values of UIBF range from 27-86% (average 57%) in the Antarctic, compared to 26-219

66% in the Arctic (average 37%). Each of the three models in which Antarctic UIB areas were220

less than Arctic UIB areas have higher UIBF in the Antarctic. Thus we suggest that the reason221

for differences in the overall magnitude of Antarctic UIB areas is due to differences in model222

representations of Antarctic and Arctic sea ice, not disagreements about whether sufficient PAR223

is available under the compact sea ice there.224

4 The potential for observing UIBs in situ225

Using BGC-Argo float data, we have demonstrated that high phytoplankton biomass events226

exist under compact sea ice in the Southern Hemisphere, preceding the seasonal loss of sea ice227

by several months as well as the seasonal maximum downwelling solar irradiance. Examining228

a series of climate model estimates of upper ocean light and sea ice conditions, we found that229

under-ice phytoplankton growth is permitted across wide swaths of the compact ice-covered230

Southern Ocean. We also found that areas permitting UIBs make up a larger percentage of231

compact sea ice zones in the Southern Ocean than the Arctic, with an earlier peak in the seasonal232
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cycle. To validate these results further, observational campaigns will be needed. We specifically233

focus on the potential of the Ross Sea region (see methods) to support such an event, as it is234

seasonally ice free, is among the highest-productivity regions of the Southern Ocean, and is235

known for supporting large ice-algal communities [35, 36].236

In Figure 5, we plot UIB% for each of the 11 models during the model period with highest237

Ross Sea UIB area, which is November in 7 models and December in 4 models. All models238

have high UIB% in the coastal region near Cape Adare in the Western Ross Sea, which has239

compact sea ice into January. We identify a region at 72◦S, 178.5◦E with a blue square in240

Figure 5. A box plot of UIB% in this location for these 11 models is given in Figure 5 (bottom241

right), showing a median UIB% there of 62% with a minimum of 40%. Across the CMIP6242

models, a mean area of 0.55 million km2 of the Ross Sea is expected to permit UIBs, although243

the borders of UIB-permitting areas vary by model, and range from 0.29 million km2 (MRI-244

ESM2, 49% of the Ross CIZ) to 0.95 million km2 (NorESM2-LM, 65% of the Ross CIZ), with245

inter-annual variability. Independent of modeled sea-ice area coverage, a large fraction of the246

Ross CIZ permits UIBs in each year in all models. Figure 4 is repeated as Supporting Figure S1247

for the Ross Sea region, showing that during the month of highest Ross Sea UIB area, at least248

49% of the Ross CIZ permits UIBs in each model, on average 60%.249

5 Discussion250

Here we explored the potential for under-ice phytoplankton blooms beneath compact sea ice in251

the Southern Ocean using model simulations, altimetric measurements of sea ice coverage, and252

BCG-Argo data. We show that on 12 distinct occasions from October-December, BCG-Argo253

floats recorded UIBs with average maximum Chl-a measurements of 1.8 mg/m3, and derived254

phytoplankton carbon at the depth of the Chl-a max of 38.0 mg/m3, in areas with an average255

sea ice concentration of 93%. In addition to these direct high carbon measurements, findings of256
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elevated (PCmax > 10 mg/m3, Chlmax > 0.12 mg/m3) phytoplankton biomass in a large fraction257

of analyzed float data demonstrates the likelihood for primary production and blooms beneath258

Antarctic sea ice predating seasonal sea ice retreat. These elevated levels of PCmax under com-259

pact ice suggest that even for areas with low open water fraction, incident solar radiation is high260

enough to promote photosynthetic activity. This is similar to findings in the Arctic where small261

lead features were sufficient to support under-ice blooming [8], and suggests that small regions262

of open water are sufficient to relax light limitations on blooming in the summertime South-263

ern Ocean. We supplemented the PCmax observations with observations of nitrate and oxygen264

taken at the depth as the Chl-a maximum and mixed-layer depths. Increasing oxygen towards265

the time of peak PCmax, together with decreasing nitrate, supplies evidence for photosynthetic266

activity. The high association between Chl-a and phytoplankton carbon (Spearman’s R = 0.7,267

see Supporting Info Fig. S2), reinforces that these bio-optical events are associated with higher268

phytoplankton (i.e., biomass) concentration in the water column.269

We further used ICESat-2 and an ensemble of climate model estimates of sea ice, light, and270

oceanographic conditions across the compact-ice-covered Southern Ocean to show that indeed,271

conditions are favorable for under-ice blooms over wide regions, with a median estimate UIB272

area of 4.75 million km2 across the model ensemble. In using ICESat-2 data, we assumed273

no light reached through sea ice, and all light available for photosynthesis came through open274

water regions near compact ice. Thus these findings indicate that even in regions with local sea275

ice concentrations above 80%, and with no light passing directly through the ice, enough open276

water exists that light does not limit growth in the upper Southern Ocean [16]. As modeled and277

observed in the Arctic, widespread under-ice productivity, preceding the retreat of seasonal sea278

ice, may indicate a different ecological system under sea ice than previously understood.279

The climate models considered here have inter-related sea ice and light schemes (see Sup-280

porting Table S2), and provide estimates of the light conditions in the Southern Ocean. They281
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may not be accurate if systematic biases in modeled Southern Ocean climate or sea ice proper-282

ties exist. Still, compared against the estimate of upper ocean PAR derived from ICESat-2 data,283

models produce similar PAR estimates and areas of high surface light levels. We adopted a284

simple diagnostic criteria for when sufficient light is available to support a bloom, using a fixed285

PAR threshold in model data based on our observations of UIBs in BGC-Argo data, in line with286

Arctic modeling studies and observations of acclimation in key Antarctic phytoplankton species287

[37]. While some BGC-Argo floats do report PAR values, none of the ice-enabled floats used288

here do. Further observations and modeling of radiative transfer of PAR specifically focused on289

variable Antarctic sea ice (as in, for example, [38, 39]) would help constrain and evaluate PAR290

levels needed to trigger blooms in concert with BGC-Argo data. While the Argo data confirms291

that under-ice regions can be productive, because of their uneven spatial and temporal cover-292

age (Supporting Info Fig. S3), it is not yet possible to directly compare geographic estimates of293

model-predicted conditions to float data, although we note that locations with the highest profile294

density also record more frequent UIB events. Thus here we use the Argo data in conjunction295

with models for understanding the possibility of under-ice blooms, but cannot directly validate296

model predictions of pan-Antarctic UIB extents.297

The work we presented here raises an important question: if conditions beneath compact298

sea ice are favorable for supporting UIBs, and Antarctic sea ice coverage and downwelling299

irradiance has remained largely stable over the past several decades, why are there no reported300

observations of under-ice blooms in the Southern Ocean by underway cruises or moorings? We301

suggest two potential answers.302

First, the detection of UIBs requires a dedicated effort to collect in situ chlorophyll data un-303

der compact sea ice. An analogy can be drawn to the Arctic Ocean, where spring-summer ice-304

breaker research expeditions are more common. UIBs are now thought to have been widespread305

dating back to at least the 1950s (with an overall area coverage that has doubled since 1970 [2]).306
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But these phenomena, which can have some of the highest levels of integrated biomass of any307

ecological system [1], were rarely observed before the report of a massive under-ice bloom308

in the Chukchi Sea in 2011. As we show here, BGC-Argo floats permit a broader sampling309

of biological parameters across the Southern Hemisphere using consistent methodologies and310

calibrations. Mining of existing and previous under-ice Chlorophyll data, for example from the311

BCO-DMO archive, will be a focus of future work to understand whether such events have been312

observed in the past.313

Second, it is possible that UIBs do not occur regularly. While nearly all BGC-Argo floats314

operating from September-December show elevated phytoplankton carbon measurements pre-315

dating sea ice retreat, only 23 profiles, taken 11 of 30 floats operating in the right time and sea316

ice conditions, exceed our defined threshold for a “bloom”. The threshold established here is317

defined in both phytoplankton carbon and Chl-a measurements - it exceeds typical values in318

the global oceans [26] generally and greatly exceeds typical values reported in open water and319

under-ice conditions in the Southern Ocean [19, 27] specifically. Of these UIB profiles, we320

recorded 6 events with two or more subsequent measurements meeting the “bloom” threshold.321

These multi-measurement events occurred in November-December 2016 (Argo id 5904767 and322

5904180, which was previously discussed in [17]), October-November 2017 (Argo ids 5905100323

and 5904180), and October-December 2018 (Argo ids 5905375 and 5905636). Further research324

into these six specific events will be necessary to rule out that the high levels of phytoplankton325

carbon recorded by these floats were not, for example, advected from a bloom occurring in open326

water. Our assessment of favorable underwater light conditions for UIBs over large areas of the327

compact ice zone is also based on a simple set of diagnostic criteria, not detailed biogeochem-328

ical modeling, and uses bulk estimates for light transmission and stratification. We do not take329

into account iron or other nutrient limitations, nor grazing pressure by higher trophic levels.330

Instead we follow the perspective of [11] that primary production is primarily light-limited in331
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summer. Thus the UIB-permitting area of the Southern Ocean estimated by CMIP6 models in332

this study is likely an upper bound on the areas that might bloom in a given year.333

This work suggests there is potentially unexplored ecological variability beneath South-334

ern Ocean sea ice, with several million square kilometers of the ice-covered Southern Ocean335

potentially permitting blooms before the seasonal retreat of the sea ice edge. We paid spe-336

cial attention to the frequently visited Ross Sea region, and suggest detailed measurements337

of physical and biogeochemical variables to study under-ice phytoplankton bloom phenology,338

magnitude and community composition and to compare those to known bloom dynamics in the339

Arctic Ocean [40]. Sampling during the sea ice-covered season will be challenging, especially340

as remote sensing technologies presently cannot measure chlorophyll under sea ice. Continued341

targeted deployment of Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) and other autonomous profiling342

floats [15, 16] to measure under-ice light availability and bio-optical parameters can be comple-343

mentary to ship-based sampling, supported by ICESat-2 measurements used to remotely sense344

particulate backscatter in ice-free conditions [41] extended into sea-ice-covered regions.345
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6 Methods346

Ice-enabled BGC-Argo float data Autonomous profiling Argo floats equipped with biolog-347

ical sensors are a foundation of Southern Ocean biogeochemical observations because they348

provide observations with consistent sampling methodologies in places (and at sampling fre-349

quencies) inaccessible via ships, and with depth resolution inaccessible via satellite, while ex-350

periencing minimal biofouling and lateral drift [42]. Because Argo floats drift with the currents351

during their transit, a portion of floats deployed in open water drift into ice-covered regions. To352

protect the floats from ice damage, an ice-avoidant algorithm (based on a temperature threshold)353

was implemented to initiate a float’s descent when it encounters near freezing surface waters354

[43].355

We calculate phytoplankton carbon from particulate backscattering data bbp (700 nm) from356

biogeochemical Argo floats (BGC-Argo) [44]. Particulate backscattering covaries with phy-357

toplankton biomass as phytoplankton scatter light proportional to their concentration and size358

[45], although bbp observations do not necessarily imply the presence of only phytoplankton359

because bbp can be elevated due to the presence of non-algal particles, especially deeper in the360

water column where there is enhanced particle sinking. Particulate backscatter has been shown361

to be a better proxy for phytoplankton carbon compared to fluorometric Chl-a ([26] with less362

measurement uncertainty for bbp (on the order of 15%), [46] than for Argo Chl-a. We use363

the empirically derived phytoplankton carbon relationship in [26], after employing a standard364

conversion of bbp (700 nm) to bbp (470 nm) [47].365

BGC-Argo pre-processing and quality control As in [46, 48], all float profiles of Chl-a and366

bbp (700 nm, m−1) were despiked with a 3-point moving median and we visually confirmed367

that peak Chl-a and phytoplankton carbon (from bbp) values were not from noise in the profile.368

Examples of four Chl-a and bbp profiles are given in Supporting Figure S4. We select phy-369
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toplankton carbon (PCmax) observations at the depth of the Chl-a maximum to confirm high370

backscatter measurements correspond to phytoplankton, and that high Chl-a measurements are371

not the result of photoacclimation.372

We exclude profiles if Chlmax is recorded at a depth below 200 meters, or if bmax exceeds373

0.01 m−1, which is in excess of natural values of bbp found in phytoplankton, possibly indi-374

cating the influence of bubbles or large particles (zooplankton) attracted to the instrumentation375

[49]. We also include oxygen and nitrate data (units µmol/kg) for comparison with the optical376

variables (see [20]). The main results of this study, namely the number of observed UIB pro-377

files and their provenance, are insensitive to their presentation in either Chl-a measurements or378

phytoplankton carbon, and we remake Fig. 1 using Chlmax as Supporting Figure S2 to illustrate379

the similar seasonal cycle and number of UIBs recorded using Chl-a data alone.380

We use corrected [20] and quality-controlled data distributed through SOCCOM with a381

quality flag of either ’0’ or ’1,’ indicating it was not checked or received a ’good’ quality rating.382

While most of data within a profile has a flag of ’0,’, Chl-a has high numbers of ’bad’ flags in383

near-surface observations compared to other variates (of all rated Chl-a observations, 67% were384

rated ’bad’). We masked and removed any ’bad’ data prior to analysis in all cases. Parameters385

for the floats are sampled at 2m vertical resolution. We did not impose geographical constraints386

on the data other than that float data come from under ice regions in the Southern Ocean. Obser-387

vations of other variates are reported at the depth of the maximum Chl-a concentration, because388

while the exact magnitudes of Chl-a may be uncertain, the location of maximum Chl-a in the389

water column is useful to explore these co-located biologically relevant variables [50, 51].390

Values of PCmax and Chlmax reported here may underestimate of the true maximum phyto-391

plankton carbon in the water column, as it is not possible to assess backscatter and Chl-a closer392

to the surface under sea ice because of the ice-avoidant nature of the Argo floats. Typically,393

ocean phytoplankton blooms are surface-intensified [1, 52]. For example, the mean depth of394
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Chlmax for the UIB profiles was 45 meters. Additionally, as we report PCmax as the value of395

phytoplankton carbon at the depth of Chlmax, it may not be the same as that of peak PC.396

Location information for a float under sea ice is imprecise, as the latitude and longitude397

coordinates are calculated via a linear interpolation of the pre- and post-sea ice coordinates of a398

specific float. In some cases, the float will not surface in open water and post-sea ice coordinates399

are unavailable. Some floats lack under-ice geographic coordinates if they do not surface under400

open water conditions following a period under ice. Thus it is not possible to interpolate all401

float location while it transits an ice-covered region, and we remove such floats/dives. We402

excluded locations where local estimated SIC is less than 15%, profiles where bbp at the depth403

of maximum Chl-a exceeded 0.01 m−1, and profiles where a mixed layer depth could not be404

estimated. A list of all floats is provided in the Supporting Information Table S2.405

CMIP6 model data Remote sensing technologies presently do not directly measure light406

or chlorophyll beneath sea ice, and most sampling strategies for Southern Ocean photosyn-407

thetic communities associated with sea ice focus on in-ice algae communities in coastal re-408

gions [53, 54, 55, 56]. We must instead turn to model estimates to describe the joint clima-409

tological light, sea ice, and ocean conditions underneath sea ice. We used an ensemble of410

current-generation coupled climate models contributing to the 6th Coupled Model Intercompar-411

ison Project (CMIP6).412

While observations show Antarctic sea ice has been stable or increased in extent over the413

satellite period (1978-present), CMIP6 models consistently simulate a declining annual-average414

Antarctic sea-ice cover over this period [57]. Thus we did not consider it feasible to examine415

present-day model estimates of Antarctic sea ice state, which might incorporate biased depic-416

tions of sea ice albedo and extent. Instead we postulate that light conditions under Antarctic sea417

ice have remained stable over the industrial period, and use data from pre-industrial control run418
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simulations (CMIP6 runs titled picontrol) in this analysis. Of the full CMIP6 model dataset, 11419

simulations (see Supporting Table S1) submitted the required model output we used here.420

The ensemble of 11 models produced variable estimates of climate and sea ice state, de-421

spite high interrelation between their sea ice and radiative transfer model components. Differ-422

ent versions of the Community Sea Ice Model (CICE) are used as sea ice model components423

in 9 of 11 models. There are three substantively different light models, the improved [58]424

(B+L) δ-Eddington multiple-scattering scheme found in CICE versions 5 and above (CESM2425

and NorESM2 simulations), an earlier version of the B+L scheme found in CICE version 4426

(CAS), or implementations of simpler Beer-Lambert exponential attenuation of light in ice427

(CERFACS,MRI).428

For each CMIP6 model, we defined a climatology of light and sea ice properties using429

the final 100 years of their respective pre-industrial spinup experiments. In Fig. 3 we specifi-430

cally examined the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2, [59]) model run, as it431

uses the more recent version of CICE and the more advanced B+L δ-Eddington light scheme.432

CESM2 produces an overall mean state of Antarctic sea ice that is broadly realistic compared433

to other CMIP6 models [57, 60], and similar output from CESM2 was analyzed to evaluate the434

potential for Arctic UIBs in [2].435

ICESat-2 light data To supplement model estimates of light under sea ice, we approximated436

the light field under sea ice using the ICESat-2 laser altimeter. We utilized the L3A along-track437

sea ice type product (ATL07, [61]) derived from Level 2A ATL03 photon heights [62]. Sea ice438

types are determined using an empirical decision tree, which identifies whether a given segment439

is sea ice or water. We developed an estimate of SIC as the ratio of total ice segment length440

to total segment length. This quantity, the linear concentration c∗, is related to the SIC, which441

is defined over a 2-dimensional region. Given the random orientation of crack and open water442
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features relative to frequent satellite tracks, many repeat 1-D measurements can approximate a443

2-D field when sampled sufficiently. In [63], we found global sea ice area metrics derived from444

passive microwave (PM) satellites were well-approximated by this method in regions where IS2445

records at least 1000 individual segments per month. We adopted this same threshold in this446

study to define c∗. An advantage of using ICESat-2 segments instead of PM is that ICESat-2 is447

capable of resolving small cracks and leads that are difficult to observe in PM estimates of local448

SIC, particularly in summer [64, 65, 66].449

From a gridded dataset of c∗, we estimated the total shortwave irradiance, I0 (∼ 300–3000450

nm), reaching the upper ocean, I0 (averaged monthly),451

I0 = SW (1− c∗)(1− αoc) (1)

where αoc = 0.06 is the open water albedo and SW is the downwelling solar irradiance at the452

surface. This shortwave irradiance is then converted to a PAR (400-700 nm) estimate as in the453

CMIP6 model data (see methods below). This simple model assumes no light passes through454

the sea ice surface, and the only light available in ice-covered regions comes through the open455

water part of the area. For this reason we expect ICESat-2 derived downwelling irradiances456

may be conservative. For SW , we use the reanalyzed estimate of diurnal-average downwelling457

shortwave irradiance from [67]. We use IS2 data from January 2019-December 2020 to form458

the present-day climatology of I0 that is presented in Figure 3.459

Argo float sea ice concentration This study includes under-ice profiles initially obtained460

from 41 BGC-Argo floats suspected to be under ice based on a quality flag noting the float’s461

position was interpolated. To obtain sea ice concentrations (SIC) in the area of float deployment,462

we matched geographic coordinates for each float to the daily 25-km resolution NSIDC Climate463

data record SIC product [34].464
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Argo float mixed layer depths To compute mixed layer depths, we use a density gradient465

method designed for Southern Ocean mixed-layer depths observed in Argo float data [68]. This466

method is preferred to standard threshold methods as it prevents near-surface temperature in-467

versions associated with sea ice from impacting depth estimates. In each profile, water column468

density is computed from temperature and salinity observations, and the mixed layer depth is469

the first depth where the density gradient exceeds 0.05 kilograms /m4. Profiles for which a470

mixed layer depth cannot be established are masked out as described above.471

Argo PAR estimates As no under-ice BGC-Argo floats record onboard PAR estimates, we472

obtain an estimate of local PAR using the same formalism as with IS-2 PAR estimates 1, using473

the NSIDC SIC instead of IS-2-derived SIC, assuming no shortwave irradiance penetrates sea474

ice. Using the Argo-derived mixed layer depth H , we then define mixed-layer average PAR475

IML as,476

IML =
I0
κH

(
1− e−κH

)
. (2)

Note that when referring to irradiance we refer to a diurnal average.477

Criteria for permitting an UIB We define an area as “permitting” an under-ice bloom if it478

meets three criteria:479

Compact sea ice Local sea ice concentration exceeds 80%.480

An illuminated upper ocean. Average PAR in the top 25 meters of the ocean exceeds 10 µmol481

photons/m2/s.482

A stable or stratifying surface mixed layer. Sea ice is not refreezing and the upper ocean is483

non-convecting.484
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The UIB% is therefore defined as the percentage of model years where a grid cell meets all485

three criteria together. Thus the UIB% can be low if a region both if it is not frequently covered486

by compact sea ice, or if the light conditions and ocean stratification are not permissive of a487

bloom.488

We focused on those ocean regions under “compact” sea ice to differentiate from phyto-489

plankton growth known to occur as the ice edge retreats in marginal ice zones [69, 70]. Marginal490

ice zones are typically defined as areas where sea ice concentration is less than 80% [71, e.g.,],491

thus we used this cutoff to define regions that are “compact” ice.492

To establish a threshold for upper-ocean PAR, we estimated average PAR, I , at a depth D493

as,494

I =
I0
κD

[1− exp(−κD)] . (3)

Here we assumed that PAR is attenuated exponentially in water with a coefficient κ. We as-495

sumed positive photosynthesis (gains outweigh losses) occurs when the average PAR over a496

25-m deep water column exceeds a threshold value of 10 µmol photons / m2/s that is exceeded497

by UIBs recorded in Fig. 2. This value is approximately twice the threshold of integrated498

daily irradiance of 4.8 µmol photons / m2/s considered to initiate a phytoplankton bloom in499

[72, 73, 13], and higher than the levels found to initiate growth in the Southern Ocean [15, 16].500

Using κ = 0.081/m [74] for PAR extinction in clear under-ice waters and D = 25 m501

establishes a surface PAR threshold value for blooms of I∗0 ≈ 23 µmol photons /m2/s. CMIP6502

models typically store and output full-spectrum solar forcing to the upper ocean, but not PAR.503

We therefore had to convert full spectrum solar irradiance to PAR using a factor of 1.9975 µmol504

photons/J [75, 74].505

We also included a threshold for the termination of upper-ocean convection. Under-ice506

blooms are unlikely to occur when active convection extends below the euphotic zone, such as507

when leads are actively refreezing with the ocean at its freezing point [12]. The requirement508
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that the upper ocean is non-convecting is similar to the “turbulent shutdown” theory used to509

explain mid-latitude phytoplankton blooms [76]. GCMs used here are too coarse to resolve510

the complex boundary layer dynamics that result from surface melting of sea ice [77, 78, 79],511

and thus they are not suited for determining the convective state of the upper ocean in the512

presence of sea ice leads. Instead, we considered the ocean to be non-convecting if sea ice was513

melting at its base, which would lead to stratification of the upper ocean, consistent with Argo514

observations of high negative covariance between shoaling MLD and phytoplankton biomass515

under ice [18]. In practice, simply non-zero basal melting does not restrict the location of UIBs516

as small monthly-averaged basal melt rates occur whenever sea ice is present. We therefore517

set a positive threshold for the sea ice basal melt rate ḣ, which we expressed as an equivalent518

heat flux Q = ρiLf ḣ, with ρi = 920 kg/m3 the sea ice density and Lf = 3.34 × 10−5 J/kg the519

latent heat of fusion. As a result Q is required to exceed 5 W/m2, for an approximate basal melt520

rate of ḣ = 5 cm/month. While turbulent vertical mixing related to sea ice motion can have521

a significant impact on local circulation, it does not typically extend beyond several meters in522

the ocean [80, 81], and therefore likely does not impact convection at the depths of Chlmax523

considered here.524

The Ross Sea region To define the “Ross Sea region”, we roughly followed the convention525

established by the NIWA Ross Sea Trophic Model [82], taking the ocean region south of 69◦S526

and between 160◦W and 170◦E longitude. Because of grid variations, the area of this region527

can vary between CMIP6 models, but its surface area is approximately 1.5 million km2.528
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Figure 1: Chlorophyll-a and Phytoplankton Carbon recorded under compact sea ice by
BGC-Argo floats. (a) Climatological sea ice coverage in September-November, 2014-2020.
Black line shows 80% concentration contour. Green circles are locations of under-ice Argo
float profiles under compact sea ice from September-December, with sizes scaled with value of
Chlmax. Green dots outside of map shows sizes corresponding to 0.5 and 2.0 mg/m3. (b) Box
plot of Chlmax for all BGC-Argo measurements under sea ice, indexed by sea ice concentration.
Whiskers extend boxes ±3 standard deviations from the mean in each month and vertical blue
line is ensemble median. Crosses show values identified as UIBs. Black line is PCmax bloom
threshold. (c) Same as (b), but for PCmax recorded under compact sea ice (concentration >
80%) only, indexed by month.
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Figure 2: Under-ice conditions preceding UIBs. (a) averaged estimated PAR for each of the
13 measured UIBs for the first profile identified as a UIB and the 5 preceding under-ice profiles.
Black line is average surface PAR. Red dash line is average PAR over top 25 meters. Blue dot-
dash line is PAR averaged over Argo-measured mixed layer depth. Green line indicates the PAR
threshold used to define UIBs in CMIP6 data. (b-d) Same as (a, black line) for (b) dissolved
oxygen at depth of Chlorophyll-a maximum, (c) nitrate at depth of Chlmax, and (d) mixed layer
depth. Dashed lines indicate standard deviation of profile measurements.
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Figure 3: Light field and UIB potential under Southern Ocean sea ice (a) 2018-2020 Novem-
ber surface PAR (µmol photons/m2/s) estimate from ICESat-2. (b) CESM2 climatological PAR
from pre-industrial simulation. Solid lines in (a-b) are CESM2 climatological CIZ (concentra-
tion above 80%). Dashed lines are climatological SIE (concentration above 15%). (c) CESM2
November UIB%. (d,left axis) Seasonal cycle of CESM2 (red) CIZ extent and (blue) UIB ex-
tent. Dashed green line is UIB area from ICESat-2. (d,right axis) CESM2 UIBF. (e) As in (d),
but for the Northern Hemisphere. Axes in (d) and (e) are offset by 6 months.
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Figure 4: Statistics of bloom-permitting area for CMIP6 models. (a) Seasonal cycle of
UIB-permitting area in the Southern Hemisphere. (b) Seasonal cycle of UIBF. (c) Box plots
of maximum annual UIB area in (filled) the Southern Hemisphere or (unfilled) the Northern
Hemisphere. (d) Box plots of UIBF during month of maximum UIB area. Colors of lines in
(a,b) correspond to boxes in (c,d)
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Figure 5: UIB likelihoods in the Ross Sea. Ross Sea UIB% for each model in the month of
maximum UIB area. Solid lines are climatological CIZ. Dashed lines are climatological SIE.
Blue square highlights location of interest at 72◦S,178◦E. Box plot (bottom right) is of UIB%
at square location.
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2

3

Areas covered in compact sea ice are often assumed to prohibit upper ocean photosynthesis. Yet4

under-ice phytoplankton blooms (UIBs) have increasingly been observed in the Arctic, driven5

by changes to the optical properties of Arctic sea ice as it has thinned and become more seasonal.6

Here we show the Southern Ocean can also support widespread UIBs. Using under ice-enabled7

BGC-Argo float data, we detail numerous high chlorophyll and particulate backscatter events8

below compact sea ice preceding seasonal ice retreat, classifying 16 distinct UIB events. Using9

joint light, sea ice, and ocean conditions obtained from the ICESat-2 laser altimeter and 1110

climate model contributions to CMIP6, we find that more than 4 million square kilometers of11

the compact-ice-covered Southern Ocean could support these events in late spring and early12

summer.13
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1 Introduction14

Observations of under-ice phytoplankton blooms (UIBs) in the Arctic Ocean [1] have high-15

lighted the need to understand ecological communities living under compact (local concentra-16

tion greater than 80%) sea ice, now and under future climate change scenarios [2, and references17

within]. Regions supporting UIBs in the Arctic have likely expanded as sea ice has thinned and18

become more seasonal. Yet to date, no studies have quantified the potential for widespread19

UIBs under Antarctic sea ice, where annual and seasonal variability has changed less than in20

the Arctic over the satellite period [3] and where sea ice is typically thinner, more seasonal, and21

more fragmented.22

Antarctic sea ice typically has a higher albedo than Arctic sea ice [4, 5]. Thus a limited23

amount of photosynthetically available radiation (PAR, 400-700 nm) can reach the upper ocean24

directly through sea ice, especially compared to the Arctic, where light transmission through25

melt-pond-covered sea ice is thought to be a primary cause of UIBs [6]. Still, spring-summer26

solar irradiance is high: recently a bloom of nanoflagellates was observed under highly reflective27

landfast sea ice [7]. Floating sea ice in the Southern Ocean is also fractured, thin, and mobile.28

Small areas of open water, like leads or small openings within the floe mosaic, can allow sub-29

stantial amounts of light to reach the upper ocean. Sunlight entering the ocean through leads30

in the Arctic has been shown to initiate phytoplankton blooms, even in areas where sea ice is31

thick and snow-covered [8]. We therefore investigate this possibility across the sea-ice-covered32

Southern Ocean.33

Phytoplankton communities in the Southern Ocean respond rapidly to changes in light con-34

ditions, with phytoplankton blooms often observed as soon as the sea ice edge retreats in spring,35

flooding the mixed layer with light and leaving freshwater rich in iron, main limiters of primary36

production [9, 10, 11]. In the Arctic, a crucial factor in the development of UIBs is a stable37
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surface mixed layer, which can be induced by melt water and/or increased solar heating of the38

surface layer [12, 13]. Observations using tagged seals in the Ross Sea show the initiation of39

a shallow (20 m) surface mixed layer driven by ice melt, preceding the seasonal retreat of sea40

ice [14]. Yet while shallow mixed layer depths may be necessary to keep phytoplankton in the41

well-lit surface layer, observations from under-ice Argo floats [15, 16] demonstrate that primary42

production can be initiated before seasonal sea ice retreat, and even before the restratification43

of surface waters. This challenges the notion that too-deep surface mixed layers in ice-covered44

regions of the Southern Ocean limit productivity. Together these factors present the possibility45

that non-coastal regions of the Southern Ocean, like the Arctic, may be productive before sea46

ice retreats in summer.47

Here we assess the potential for widespread phytoplankton growth under compact (and float-48

ing) sea ice in the Southern Ocean. We examine 39 BGC-Argo floats that operated under sea ice49

in the Southern Ocean, 30 of which returned profiles under compact sea ice in austral spring-50

summer. Of these 30 floats, 27 recorded sub-surface Chl-a maxima that exceeded 0.1 mg/m3. A51

further 12 recorded Chl-a values that exceeded 0.5 mg/m3, which we define as a UIB, a thresh-52

old used to define UIBs in the seasonally ice-covered Arctic [17, 18, 19]. In total, we observed53

28 UIB profiles in 16 distinct locations and time periods. To evaluate the general ability of54

the ice-covered Southern Ocean to permit UIBs, we combine ICESat-2 laser altimetry and 1155

climate model assessments of Southern Ocean sea ice, light and ocean conditions, finding the56

conditions required for light-limited phytoplankton blooms are predicted across nearly 50% of57

regions with compact ice in spring and summer. These results suggest that in compact, but58

not completely ice-covered regions of the Southern Ocean, enough light reaches into the upper59

water column to permit primary production, as found in the Arctic [8]. We identify potential60

sampling regions for examining under-ice primary production and community composition in61

the Ross Sea, and discuss the implications for sampling strategies and cruise timing.62
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2 Observations of phytoplankton blooms under compact sea63

ice64

Figure 1(a) scatters the maximum Chl-a measurement for BGC-Argo profiles (Chlmax, see65

methods) in the months of September to December when local sea ice concentration (SIC)66

exceeds 80%, overlaid on September-November climatological SIC. Due to the east of inter-67

pretation, we define high-productivity measurements using Chlmax, however Chl-a is an im-68

perfect measure of phytoplankton biomass because it varies due to photoacclimation, nutrient69

conditions and growth stage, and several studies have identified uncertainty with Argo float70

fluorometers [20, 21]. For consistency with previous BGC-Argo work [22], and to support71

Chlmax observations, we compare Chlmax measurements with particulate backscattering data72

(bbp, at 700nm, units m−1) taken at the depth of maximum Chl-a. We found comparable sea-73

sonal cycles under compact ice and a high association (Spearman’s R=0.7) between the two (see74

Supporting Information, Fig. S2). Example profiles of Chl-a and bbp are provided as Supporting75

Figure S4 with Chlmax varying from 0.1 to 3.5 mg/m3, showing the typical covariance of bbp76

with Chl-a. The depth of Chl-a maxima are predominantly within the top 60 meters of the water77

column (Supporting Figure S3), implying the association between high Chl-a values and high78

particle concentrations is not due to photoacclimation.79

In total, we considered 39 BGC-Argo floats that recorded 1153 profiles under sea ice in the80

Southern Ocean, 903 of which were under compact sea ice. 33 floats recorded 549 profiles dur-81

ing the period from September-December, of which 30 recorded 426 profiles under compact sea82

ice. Of these 30, 27 recorded Chlmax greater than 0.1 mg/m3, indicating some photosynthetic83

activity, and 12 record Chlmax greater than 0.5 mg/m3 at least once, a threshold we take to rep-84

resent initiation of a under-ice “bloom”. We note that we define blooms here only in a relative85

sense to background concentrations in the Southern Ocean (i.e, not relative to the North Atlantic86
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bloom) [20, 23]. The three floats recording profiles under compact ice in spring-summer that87

did not observe a value of Chlmax above 0.1 mg/m3 accounted for just 14 total profiles, with88

just one under compact sea ice.89

Many of the highest Chlmax values were recorded under compact sea ice. Considering 54990

under-ice profiles taken between the months of September-December, we show box plots of91

Chlmax in Figure 1(b), grouped by sea ice concentration (SIC, in 20% bin intervals). A total92

of 52 profiles under sea ice recorded Chlmax above 0.5 mg/m3: 11 for SIC from 20%-40%, 693

for SIC from 40% to 60%, 13 for SIC from 60% to 80%, and 28 for SIC from 80% to 100%94

(compact ice). Median Chlmax values are below 0.2 mg/m3 in each SIC category, with the95

median for SIC from 20%-40% (0.15 mg/m3, n=31) similar to that for SIC from 80-100% (0.1296

mg/m3, n=426).97

Box plots of Chlmax in each month are given in Figure 1(c) for the 903 total profiles under98

compact sea ice. The seasonal cycle in median Chlmax, matches the seasonal cycle of down-99

welling solar irradiance. Median Chlmax under compact ice ranged from 0.03 mg/m3 (n=163)100

in August, to a high of 0.38 mg/m3 in December (n=24). The number of recorded Chlmax values101

exceeding 0.5 mg/m3 was 0 through September, 3 out of 149 profiles in October, 17 out of 99102

profiles in November, and 8 out of 24 profiles in December. These 28 “bloom” Chl-a measure-103

ments averaged 1.34 mg/m3, were recorded by 12 different floats, and were under an average104

SIC of 94%. As BGC-Argo float records can span multiple years, these “bloom” measurements105

were recorded in 16 distinct times and locations. We found 7 instances where at least 2 suc-106

cessive profiles (Argo dives are spaced 10 days apart) recorded both Chlmax > 0.5 mg/m3 and107

SIC>80%. Of the 7 “events” spanning 10 or more days, 6 included profiles taken in November108

- the other spanned only the month of December.109
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3 The prevalence of blooms under Antarctic sea ice110

The presented BGC-Argo float data showed numerous elevated Chl-a events under compact sea111

ice in the Southern Ocean, and we found 16 distinct instances of Chl-a concentrations exceeding112

0.5 mg/m3 that were recorded under sea ice with an average SIC of 94%. Many of these high-113

Chlorophyll events were recorded in November, when Antarctic sea ice is near its seasonal114

maximum extent. We next quantify if conditions that support UIBs are widespread across the115

sea-ice covered Southern Ocean before sea ice retreat.116

In Figure 2(a), we show ICESat-2-(IS2)-derived average ocean surface PAR values in the117

Southern Ocean in November, in which we make the simplifying assumption that no PAR118

reaches the upper ocean directly through sea ice (see methods). A solid line outlines the com-119

pact sea ice zone (CIZ, SIC > 80%) defined using the NSIDC-CDR SIC product [24]. We also120

plot the 15% SIC contour, marking the edge of total sea ice extent (SIE). Regions lying inside121

the SIE contour but outside the CIZ are defined as marginal ice zones (MIZs), which due to122

the lower albedo of open water, receive higher PAR in the surface water layer compared to the123

CIZ. Figure 2(b) shows pre-industrial November PAR values for the CESM2 climate model124

(see methods), with CIZ and MIZ defined from the CESM2 model climatology. Both IS-2 and125

CESM2 show large areas within the CIZ where ocean surface PAR estimates exceed a “bloom”126

threshod of 23 µmol photons/m2/s (see methods). For the IS-2 estimate of ocean surface PAR,127

6.9 million km2 of the November CIZ exceeds that PAR threshold, versus 5.9 million km2 for128

CESM2. Because we do not have coincident ocean and sea ice melt observations at the scale of129

IS2 observations, IS2 estimates only indicate the presence of light in the upper ocean and may130

overestimate the area that permits an UIB.131

We next consider how frequently an individual grid cell would permit an UIB (see methods),132

a metric we term the UIB%. A spatial map of UIB% in November months is given in Figure 2(c)133
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for CESM2. Areas within the climatological November CIZ (solid line), which has an area of134

8.3 million km2, permit an UIB 46.4% of the time. Because of year-to-year variability of the135

CIZ contour, areas outside of the climatological CIZ also have non-zero UIB%. In those areas,136

average UIB% is 19.3%. We accumulate climatological statistics of UIB-permitting regions in137

Figure 2(d), comparing the climatological extent of compact sea ice (red) to the extent of UIB-138

permitting regions (blue). Large areas support UIBs, peaking at 5.9 million km2 of compact139

ice-covered regions in November. The fraction of the CIZ that permits an UIB, the UIB fraction140

(UIBF), is examined in Figure 2(d) (black line, right axis), which peaks in November at an UIBF141

of 77%. By point of comparison, we reproduce Figure 2(d) as Figure 2(e) for the Arctic Ocean.142

Up to 4.3 million km2 of the pre-industrial Arctic CIZ is permissive to UIBs, repeating the143

finding in [2], that large regions of the pre-industrial Arctic also supported UIBs. The seasonal144

maximum of Arctic UIB area occurs in June, at the peak of the solar cycle, with a peak UIBF145

of 52% in July. Generally, in the CESM2 picontrol experiments, we find that UIB-permitting146

regions in the Antarctic are (1) larger, (2) constitute a larger percentage of the CIZ, and (3) peak147

earlier in the annual solar cycle (November in the Antarctic versus June in the Arctic) than in148

the Arctic.149

Southern ocean UIB statistics across CMIP6 models150

In Figure 3(a,b), we plot the climatological seasonal cycle of Southern Ocean UIB area (a) and151

UIBF (b) for the 11 CMIP6 models (listed in Supporting Table S2). Across these models, we152

find a similar seasonal cycle. None of the CMIP6 models have large UIB areas before October,153

but 10 of 11 have a maximum UIB area in November. Only the MRI-ESM2 model shows a154

maximum UIB area in December. Each has a climatological UIB area exceeding 2.66 million155

km2, with a median of 4.75 million km2. In Figure 3(c), we show box plots of annual maximum156

UIB area in the Antarctic for each of the models (filled), compared to annual maximum UIB157
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area in the Arctic (unfilled) for the same years. Out of 11 models, 8 have median Antarctic UIB158

areas that exceed Arctic UIB areas.159

We repeat Figure 3(a,c) in Figure 3(b,d) for the UIBF, with Figure 3(d) showing UIBF values160

during the month where UIB area is at its maximum (November or December in the Antarctic,161

June or July in the Arctic). Seasonal cycles of UIBF are similar between models, with most162

models peaking in December as the CIZ reduces in extent and ocean surface PAR increases. In163

10 of 11 models, a higher fraction of the Antarctic CIZ permits an UIB than of the Arctic CIZ.164

Average values of UIBF range from 27-86% (average 57%) in the Antarctic, compared to 26-165

66% in the Arctic (average 37%). Each of the three models in which Antarctic UIB areas were166

less than Arctic UIB areas have higher UIBF in the Antarctic. Thus we suggest that the reason167

for differences in the overall magnitude of Antarctic UIB areas is due to differences in model168

representations of Antarctic and Arctic sea ice, not disagreements about whether sufficient PAR169

is available under the compact sea ice there.170

4 The potential for observing UIBs in situ171

Using BGC-Argo float data, we have demonstrated that high phytoplankton biomass events172

exist under compact sea ice in the Southern Hemisphere, preceding the seasonal loss of sea ice173

by several months. Examining a series of climate model estimates of upper ocean light and sea174

ice conditions, we found that under-ice phytoplankton growth is permitted across wide swaths175

of the compact ice-covered Southern Ocean. We also found that areas permitting UIBs make176

up a larger percentage of compact sea ice zones in the Southern Ocean than the Arctic, with177

an earlier peak in the seasonal cycle. To validate these results further, observational campaigns178

will be needed. We specifically focus on the potential of the Ross Sea region (see methods) to179

support such an event, as it is seasonally ice free, and is among the highest-productivity regions180

of the Southern Ocean, and is known for supporting large ice-algal communities [25, 26].181
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In Figure 4, we plot UIB% for each of the 11 models during the model period with highest182

Ross Sea UIB area, which is November in 7 models and December in 4 models. All models183

have high UIB% in the coastal region near Cape Adare in the Western Ross Sea, which has184

compact sea ice into January. We identify a region at 72◦S, 178.5◦E with a blue square in185

Figure 4. A box plot of UIB% in this location for these 11 models is given in Figure 4 (bottom186

right), showing a median UIB% there of 62% with a minimum of 40%. Across the CMIP6187

models, a mean area of 0.55 million km2 of the Ross Sea is expected to permit UIBs, although188

the borders of UIB-permitting areas vary by model, and range from 0.29 million km2 (MRI-189

ESM2, 49% of the Ross CIZ) to 0.95 million km2 (NorESM2-LM, 65% of the Ross CIZ), with190

inter-annual variability. Independent of modeled sea-ice area coverage, a large fraction of the191

Ross CIZ permits UIBs in each year in all models. Figure 3 is repeated as Supporting Figure S1192

for the Ross Sea region, showing that during the month of highest Ross Sea UIB area, at least193

49% of the Ross CIZ permits UIBs in each model, on average 60%.194

5 Discussion195

Here we explored the potential for under-ice phytoplankton blooms beneath compact sea ice196

in the Southern Ocean using model simulations, altimetric measurements of sea ice coverage,197

and BCG-Argo data. We show that on at least 16 distinct occasions from October-December,198

BCG-Argo floats recorded Chl-a concentrations above 0.5 mg/m3 in areas with an average sea199

ice concentration of 94%. In addition to these direct high Chl-a measurements, findings of el-200

evated (Chlmax > 0.1 mg/m3) Chl-a concentrations in a large fraction of analyzed float data201

demonstrates the likelihood for primary production and blooms beneath Antarctic sea ice pre-202

dating seasonal sea ice retreat. These elevated levels of Chlmax under compact ice suggest that203

even for areas with low open water fraction, incident solar radiation is high enough to pro-204

mote photosynthetic activity. This is similar to findings in the Arctic where small lead features205
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were sufficient to support under-ice blooming [8], and suggests that small regions of open water206

are sufficient to relax light limitations on blooming in the summertime Southern Ocean. We207

supplemented the Chl-a observations with observations of bmax, values of particulate backscat-208

ter bbp taken at the same depth as Chlmax. We find high association between Chl-a and bmax209

(Spearman’s R = 0.7, see Supporting Info Fig. S2), reinforcing that these high Chl-a events are210

associated with higher particle (i.e., biomass) concentration in the water column.211

We further used ICESat-2 and an ensemble of climate model estimates of sea ice, light, and212

oceanographic conditions across the compact-ice-covered Southern Ocean to show that indeed,213

conditions are favorable for under-ice blooms over wide regions, with a median estimate UIB214

area of 4.75 million km2 across the model ensemble. In using ICESat-2 data, we assumed that215

no light reached through sea ice, and all light available for photosynthesis came through open216

water regions near compact ice. Thus these findings indicate that even in regions with local sea217

ice concentrations above 80%, and with no light passing directly through the ice, enough open218

water exists that light does not limit growth in the upper Southern Ocean [16]. As modeled and219

observed in the Arctic, such widespread under-ice productivity, preceding the retreat of seasonal220

sea ice, may reveal a markedly different ecological system than was previously understood221

to exist there. Since sea ice conditions in the Antarctic have not changed dramatically over222

the global warming period, under-ice phytoplankton may play an important role in driving or223

limiting blooms observed to occur when sea ice retreats.224

The climate models considered here have inter-related sea ice and light schemes (see Sup-225

porting Table S2), and provide estimates of the light conditions in the Southern Ocean. They226

may not be accurate if systematic biases in modeled Southern Ocean climate or sea ice proper-227

ties exist. Still, compared against the estimate of upper ocean PAR derived from ICESat-2 data,228

models produce similar PAR estimates and areas of high surface light levels. We adopted a229

simple diagnostic criteria for when sufficient light is available to support a bloom, using a fixed230
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PAR threshold in model data, in line with Arctic model studies and observations of acclima-231

tion in key Antarctic phytoplankton species [27]. While some BGC-Argo floats do report PAR232

values, their ice-avoidant algorithms mean near-surface PAR was not observed - and further ob-233

servations and modeling of radiative transfer of PAR specifically focused on variable Antarctic234

sea ice (as in, for example, [28, 29]) would help constrain and evaluate PAR levels needed to235

trigger blooms in concert with BGC-Argo data. While the Argo data confirms that under-ice236

regions can be productive, because of their uneven spatial and temporal coverage (Supporting237

Info Fig. S3), it is not yet possible to directly compare geographic estimates of model-predicted238

conditions to float data. Thus here we use the Argo data in conjunction with models for under-239

standing the possibility of under-ice blooms, but cannot directly validate model predictions of240

pan-Antarctic UIB extents.241

The work we presented here raises an important question: if conditions beneath compact242

sea ice are favorable for supporting UIBs, and Antarctic sea ice coverage and downwelling243

irradiance has remained largely stable over the past several decades, why are there no reported244

observations of under-ice blooms in the Southern Ocean by underway cruises or moorings? We245

suggest two potential answers.246

First, the detection of UIBs requires a dedicated effort to collect in situ chlorophyll data un-247

der compact sea ice. An analogy can be drawn to the Arctic Ocean, where spring-summer ice-248

breaker research expeditions are more common. UIBs are now thought to have been widespread249

dating back to at least the 1950s (with an overall area coverage that has doubled since 1970 [2]).250

But these phenomena, which can have some of the highest levels of integrated biomass of any251

ecological system [1], were rarely observed before the report of a massive under-ice bloom252

in the Chukchi Sea in 2011. As we show here, BGC-Argo floats permit a broader sampling253

of biological parameters across the Southern Hemisphere using consistent methodologies and254

calibrations. Mining of existing and previous under-ice Chlorophyll data, for example from the255
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BCO-DMO archive, will be a focus of future work to understand whether such events have been256

observed in the past.257

Second, it is possible that UIBs do not occur regularly. While nearly all BGC-Argo floats258

operating from September-December show elevated Chl-a measurements predating sea ice re-259

treat, only 28 profiles, from 12 of 30 floats operating in the right time and sea ice condi-260

tions, exceed our defined Chl-a threshold for a “bloom”, which here is defined relative to261

typical open water and under-ice conditions in the Southern Ocean [20, 23]. Of these, we262

recorded 7 events with two or more subsequent measurements meeting the “bloom” threshold.263

These multi-measurement events occurred in December 2014 (Argo id 5904180), November-264

December 2016 (Argo id 5904767 and 5904180, which was previously discussed in [30]),265

October-November 2017 (Argo ids 5905100 and 5904180), November 2019 (Argo id 5905379),266

and November-December 2018 (Argo id 5905636). Further research into these specific events267

will be necessary to rule out that the high levels of Chl-a recorded by these floats were not,268

for example, advected from a bloom occurring in open water. Our assessment of favorable un-269

derwater light conditions for UIBs over large areas of the compact ice zone is also based on a270

simple set of diagnostic criteria, not detailed biogeochemical modeling, and uses bulk estimates271

for light transmission and stratification. We do not take into account iron or other nutrient limi-272

tations, nor grazing pressure by higher trophic levels. Instead we follow the perspective of [11]273

that primary production is primarily light-limited in summer. Thus the UIB-permitting area of274

the Southern Ocean in this study is likely an upper bound on the areas that might bloom in a275

given year.276

This work suggests there is potentially unexplored ecological variability beneath South-277

ern Ocean sea ice, with several million square kilometers of the ice-covered Southern Ocean278

potentially permitting blooms before the seasonal retreat of the sea ice edge. We paid spe-279

cial attention to the frequently visited Ross Sea region, and suggest detailed measurements280
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of physical and biogeochemical variables to study under-ice phytoplankton bloom phenology,281

magnitude and community composition and to compare those to known bloom dynamics in the282

Arctic Ocean [31]. Sampling during the sea ice-covered season will be challenging, especially283

as remote sensing technologies presently cannot measure chlorophyll under sea ice. Continued284

targeted deployment of Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROV) and other autonomous profiling285

floats [15, 16] to measure under-ice light availability and bio-optical parameters can be comple-286

mentary to ship-based sampling, supported by ICESat-2 measurements used to remotely sense287

particulate backscatter in ice-free conditions [32] extended into sea-ice-covered regions.288
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6 Methods289

Ice-enabled BGC-Argo float data Autonomous profiling Argo floats equipped with biolog-290

ical sensors are a foundation of Southern Ocean biogeochemical observations because they291

provide observations with consistent sampling methodologies in places (and at sampling fre-292

quencies) inaccessible via ships, and with depth resolution inaccessible via satellite, while ex-293

periencing minimal biofouling and lateral drift [33]. Because Argo floats drift with the currents294

during their transit, a portion of floats deployed in open water drift into ice-covered regions. To295

protect the floats from ice damage, an ice-avoidant algorithm (based on a temperature threshold)296

was implemented to initiate a float’s descent when it encounters near freezing surface waters297

[34]. We used Chl-a flourescence data and particulate backscattering data bbp (700 nm) col-298

lected with biogeochemical Argo floats (BGC-Argo) [35], which have been shown to be consis-299

tent with both satellite-derived Chl-a and in situ Chl-a values measured via High Performance300

Liquid Chromatography in the Southern Ocean [20, 21] following bias and non-photochemical301

quenching corrections [36] . In this study we use quality controlled and calibrated [21] delayed-302

mode data distributed through SOCCOM. Parameters for the floats are sampled at 2m vertical303

resolution. We did not impose geographical constraints on the data, and required only that float304

data come from compact (SIC > 80%) regions in the Southern Ocean.305

Chl-a observations are supported by particle backscatter (bbp) data because while Chl-a is a306

pigment common to all phytoplankton, its observed value varies can vary based on both phy-307

toplankton physiology and measurement error. Particulate backscattering covaries with phy-308

toplankton biomass as phytoplankton scatter light proportional to their concentration and size309

[37], although bbp observations do not necessarily imply the presence of phytoplankton because310

bbp can be elevated due to the presence of non-algal particles. Backscatter has been shown to be311

a better proxy for phytoplankton carbon compared to Chl-a ([38] with Argo floats having less312
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measurement uncertainty for bbp (on the order of 15%), [39] than for Argo Chl-a.313

As in [39, 40], all float profiles of Chl-a and bbp (700 nm, m−1) were despiked with a 3-point314

moving median and we visually confirmed that maximum Chl-a values were not from noise in315

the profile. We report the maximum adjusted Chl-a, Chlmax, within a profile due to unavailable316

profile data near the surface (float descended prior to reaching the surface due to the ice avoidant317

algorithm, see also [41]). Examples of four Chl-a and bbp profiles are given in Supporting Figure318

S4. We also examine values of bmax, the value of bbp at the depth of Chlmax, to confirm that the319

high Chl-a is due to phytoplankton, with Fig. 1(a) repeated as Fig. S2(b) for bmax. Profiles of320

Chl-a are not considered if Chlmax is recorded at a depth above 200 meters, or if bmax exceeds321

0.01 m−1, which exceeds natural values of bbp found in phytoplankton and possibly reflects the322

influence of bubbles or large particles (zooplankton) that were attracted to the instrumentation323

[42].324

Maximum values of Chl-a reported here may represent an underestimate of the true maxi-325

mum Chl-a in the water column, as it is not possible to assess Chl-a concentrations closer to the326

surface under sea ice because of the ice-avoidant nature of the Argo floats, and typically ocean327

phytoplankton blooms are surface-intensified [1, 43]. For example, the mean depth of Chlmax328

for the 28 profiles with Chlmax above 0.5 mg/m3 under compact ice was 45 meters. Location329

information for a float under sea ice is imprecise, as the latitude and longitude coordinates are330

calculated via a linear interpolation of the pre- and post-sea ice coordinates of a specific float.331

In some cases, the float will not surface in open water and post-sea ice coordinates are unavail-332

able. Some floats lack under-ice geographic coordinates if they do not surface under open water333

conditions following a period under ice. Thus it is not possible to interpolate all float location334

while it transits an ice-covered region, and we remove such floats/dives.335

This study includes under-ice profiles initially obtained from 41 BGC-Argo floats. To obtain336

sea ice concentrations (SIC) in the area of float deployment, we matched geographic coordinates337
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for each float to the daily 25-km resolution NSIDC Climate data record SIC product [24]. We338

excluded locations with a local estimated SIC below 15%, and outlier profiles where bbp at the339

depth of maximum Chl-a exceeded 0.01 m−1. In total, that leaves 1153 profiles under sea ice340

from 39 floats. Of all profiles, 35 floats recorded 903 profiles with local SIC above 80% in341

all months. Of all profiles, 33 floats recorded 549 profiles during the months of September-342

December. Combining these criteria, 30 floats recorded 426 profiles with local SIC above 80%343

between September and December. A list of all floats is provided in the Supporting Information344

Table S2.345

CMIP6 model data Remote sensing technologies presently do not directly measure light346

or chlorophyll beneath sea ice, and most sampling strategies for Southern Ocean photosyn-347

thetic communities associated with sea ice focus on in-ice algae communities in coastal re-348

gions [44, 45, 46, 47]. We must instead turn to model estimates to describe the joint clima-349

tological light, sea ice, and ocean conditions underneath sea ice. We used an ensemble of350

current-generation coupled climate models contributing to the 6th Coupled Model Intercompar-351

ison Project (CMIP6).352

While observations show Antarctic sea ice has been stable or increased in extent over the353

satellite period (1978-present), CMIP6 models consistently simulate a declining annual-average354

Antarctic sea-ice cover over this period [48]. Thus we did not consider it feasible to examine355

present-day model estimates of Antarctic sea ice state, which might incorporate biased depic-356

tions of sea ice albedo and extent. Instead we postulate that light conditions under Antarctic sea357

ice have remained stable over the industrial period, and use data from pre-industrial control run358

simulations (CMIP6 runs titled picontrol) in this analysis. Of the full CMIP6 model dataset, 11359

simulations (see Supporting Table S1) submitted the required model output we used here.360

The ensemble of 11 models produced variable estimates of climate and sea ice state, de-361
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spite high interrelation between their sea ice and radiative transfer model components. Differ-362

ent versions of the Community Sea Ice Model (CICE) are used as sea ice model components363

in 9 of 11 models. There are three substantively different light models, the improved [49]364

(B+L) δ-Eddington multiple-scattering scheme found in CICE versions 5 and above (CESM2365

and NorESM2 simulations), an earlier version of the B+L scheme found in CICE version 4366

(CAS), or implementations of simpler Beer-Lambert exponential attenuation of light in ice367

(CERFACS,MRI).368

For each CMIP6 model, we defined a climatology of light and sea ice properties using369

the final 100 years of their respective pre-industrial spinup experiments. In Fig. 2 we specifi-370

cally examined the Community Earth System Model version 2 (CESM2, [50]) model run, as it371

uses the more recent version of CICE and the more advanced B+L δ-Eddington light scheme.372

CESM2 produces an overall mean state of Antarctic sea ice that is broadly realistic compared373

to other CMIP6 models [48, 51], and similar output from CESM2 was analyzed to evaluate the374

potential for Arctic UIBs in [2].375

ICESat-2 light data To supplement model estimates of light under sea ice, we approximated376

the light field under sea ice using the ICESat-2 laser altimeter. We utilized the L3A along-track377

sea ice type product (ATL07, [52]) derived from Level 2A ATL03 photon heights [53]. Sea ice378

types are determined using an empirical decision tree, which identifies whether a given segment379

is sea ice or water. We developed an estimate of SIC as the ratio of total ice segment length to380

total segment length. This quantity, the linear concentration c∗, is related to the SIC, defined381

over a 2-dimensional region. Given the random orientation of crack and open water features382

relative to frequent satellite tracks, many repeat 1-D measurements can approximate a 2-D field383

when sampled sufficiently. In [54], we found global sea ice area metrics derived from passive384

microwave (PM) satellites were well-approximated by this method in regions where IS2 records385
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at least 1000 individual segments per month. We adopted this same threshold in this study to386

define c∗. An advantage of using ICESat-2 segments instead of PM is that ICESat-2 is capable387

of resolving small cracks and leads that are difficult to observe in PM estimates of local SIC,388

particularly in summer [55, 56, 57].389

From a gridded dataset of c∗, we estimated the total shortwave irradiance, I0 (∼ 300–3000390

nm), reaching the upper ocean, I0,391

I0 = SW (1− c∗)(1− αoc) (1)

where αoc = 0.06 is the open water albedo and SW is the downwelling solar irradiance at392

the surface. This shortwave irradiance is then converted to a PAR (400-700 nm) estimate as393

in the CMIP6 model data (see methods below). This simple model assumes no light passes394

through the sea ice surface, and the only light available in ice-covered regions comes through395

the open water part of the area. For this reason we expect ICESat-2 derived downwelling396

irradiances may be conservative. For SW , we use the reanalyzed estimate of downwelling397

shortwave irradiance from [58]. We use IS2 data from January 2019-December 2020 to form398

the present-day climatology of I0 that is presented in Figure 2.399

Criteria for permitting an UIB We define an area as “permitting” an under-ice bloom if it400

meets three criteria:401

Compact sea ice Local sea ice concentration exceeds 80%.402

An illuminated upper ocean. Average PAR in the top 25 meters of the ocean exceeds 10 µmol403

photons/m2/s.404

A stable or stratifying surface mixed layer. Sea ice is not refreezing and the upper ocean is405

non-convecting.406
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The UIB% is therefore defined as the percentage of model years where a grid cell meets all407

three criteria together. Thus the UIB% can be low if a region both if it is not frequently covered408

by compact sea ice, or if the light conditions and ocean stratification are not permissive of a409

bloom.410

We focused on those ocean regions under “compact” sea ice to differentiate from phyto-411

plankton growth known to occur as the ice edge retreats in marginal ice zones [59, 60]. Marginal412

ice zones are typically defined as areas where sea ice concentration is less than 80% [61, e.g.,],413

thus we used this cutoff to define regions that are “compact” ice.414

To establish a threshold for upper-ocean PAR, we estimated average PAR, I , at a depth D415

as,416

I =
I0
κD

[1− exp(−κD)] . (2)

Here we assumed that PAR is attenuated exponentially in water with a coefficient κ. We as-417

sumed positive photosynthesis (gains outweigh losses) occurs when the average PAR over a418

25-m deep water column exceeds 10 µmol photons / m2/s. This is approximately twice the419

threshold of integrated daily irradiance of 4.8 µmol photons / m2/s considered to initiate a420

phytoplankton bloom in [62, 63, 13], and higher than the levels found to initiate growth in the421

Southern Ocean [15, 16]. Using κ = 0.081/m [64] for PAR extinction in clear waters and422

D = 25 m established a PAR threshold value for blooms of I∗0 ≈ 23 µmol photons /m2/s.423

CMIP6 models typically store and output full-spectrum solar forcing to the upper ocean, but424

not PAR. We therefore had to convert full spectrum solar irradiance to PAR using a factor of425

1.9975 µmol photons/J [65, 64].426

We also included a threshold for the termination of upper-ocean convection. Under-ice427

blooms are unlikely to occur when active convection extends below the euphotic zone, such as428

when leads are actively refreezing with the ocean at its freezing point [12]. The requirement429

that the upper ocean is non-convecting is similar to the “turbulent shutdown” theory used to430
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explain mid-latitude phytoplankton blooms [66]. GCMs used here are too coarse to resolve431

the complex boundary layer dynamics that result from surface melting of sea ice [67, 68, 69],432

and thus they are not suited for determining the convective state of the upper ocean in the433

presence of sea ice leads. Instead, we considered the ocean to be non-convecting if sea ice was434

melting at its base, which would lead to stratification of the upper ocean, consistent with Argo435

observations of high negative covariance between shoaling MLD and phytoplankton biomass436

under ice [41]. In practice, simply non-zero basal melting does not restrict the location of UIBs437

as small monthly-averaged basal melt rates occur whenever sea ice is present. We therefore set438

a positive threshold for the sea ice basal melt rate ḣ, which we expressed as an equivalent heat439

flux Q = ρiLf ḣ, with ρi = 920 kg/m3 the sea ice density and Lf = 3.34× 10−5 J/kg the latent440

heat of fusion. As a result Q is required to exceed 5 W/m2, for an approximate basal melt rate441

of ḣ = 5 cm/month.442

The Ross Sea region To define the “Ross Sea region”, we roughly followed the convention443

established by the NIWA Ross Sea Trophic Model [70], taking the ocean region south of 69◦S444

and between 160◦W and 170◦E longitude. Because of grid variations, the area of this region445

can vary between CMIP6 models, but its surface area is approximately 1.5 million km2.446
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Figure 1: Chlorophyll-a recorded under compact sea ice by BGC-Argo floats. (a) Climato-
logical sea ice coverage in September-November, 2014-2020. Black line shows 80% concen-
tration contour. Green circles are locations of under-ice Argo float profiles under compact sea
ice from September-December, with sizes scaled with value of Chlmax. Green dots outside of
map shows sizes corresponding to 0.5 and 2.0 mg/m3. (b) Box plot of Chlmax for all BGC-
Argo measurements under sea ice, indexed by sea ice concentration. Whiskers extend boxes
±3 standard deviations from the mean in each month and vertical blue line is ensemble median.
Crosses are outlier values (σ > 3). Black line is 0.5 mg Chl-a/m3. (c) Same as (b), but for
Chlmax recorded under compact sea ice (concentration > 80%) only, indexed by month.
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Figure 2: Light field and UIB potential under Southern Ocean sea ice (a) 2018-2020 Novem-
ber surface PAR (µmol photons/m2/s) estimate from ICESat-2. (b) CESM2 climatological PAR
from pre-industrial simulation. Solid lines in (a-b) are CESM2 climatological CIZ (concentra-
tion above 80%). Dashed lines are climatological SIE (concentration above 15%). (c) CESM2
November UIB%. (d,left axis) Seasonal cycle of CESM2 (red) CIZ extent and (blue) UIB ex-
tent. Dashed green line is UIB area from ICESat-2. (d,right axis) CESM2 UIBF. (e) As in (d),
but for the Northern Hemisphere. Axes in (d) and (e) are offset by 6 months.
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Figure 3: Statistics of bloom-permitting area for CMIP6 models. (a) Seasonal cycle of
UIB-permitting area in the Southern Hemisphere. (b) Seasonal cycle of UIBF. (c) Box plots
of maximum annual UIB area in (filled) the Southern Hemisphere or (unfilled) the Northern
Hemisphere. (d) Box plots of UIBF during month of maximum UIB area. Colors of lines in
(a,b) correspond to boxes in (c,d)
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Figure 4: UIB likelihoods in the Ross Sea. Ross Sea UIB% for each model in the month of
maximum UIB area. Solid lines are climatological CIZ. Dashed lines are climatological SIE.
Blue square highlights location of interest at 72◦S,178◦E. Box plot (bottom right) is of UIB%
at square location.
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